
 

 
 

  

  
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

SQM Rating: Watershed Multi Asset Portfolio's receive 

"Superior" rating 

We are pleased to announce that the Watershed Multi-Asset Portfolio suite has received a 4-star 

“Superior” rating from investment research house SQM.   A 4-star rating recognises the Portfolio as 

High Investment Grade and acknowledges that is has the following features: 

• An appreciable potential to outperform over the medium-to-long term 

• Historical performance that has been meaningful 

• PDS compliance processes that are strong  

• Very little to no corporate governance concerns  

• Management of a high calibre 

Our Balanced Portfolio was the focus of the report and has been the number one performer in its multi-

asset class for a long period of time. It has been a material outperformer and protector of capital in 

large market drawdowns such as earlier this year and during the Covid pandemic. 

These features are highlighted in the detailed Quantitative analysis of the fund which highlights the fact 

that: 

• Our returns have been superior across all periods when compared with benchmark and relative 
to peers: 

 

 

 

 



• Our average drawdowns have been better than the benchmark and better than the peer 
average: 

 

• We have consistently shown the ability to capture more market upside than our peers and less 
market downside: 

 

• In extreme market sell-offs since inception our fund has out performed in every single time 
period and by an accumulated 35.23%: 

 

 

 

 

 



• Our risk-adjusted returns have been consistently better than our peer group: 

 

 

 

If you would like to receive a copy of the report please 

contact our BDM Shantelle Lay: 

 

shantellelay@watershedgroup.com.au  

0417459842 

  

 

Watershed Funds Management 

Watershed Funds Management is a specialist Managed Account provider and has been a pioneer in the 

delivery of Managed Account (MDA & SMA) solutions to financial advisers. Watershed leverages the 

expertise of a highly credentialed investment team to form a global thematic view that determines asset 

class and sector allocations. 

Our investment committee structure differs for each Managed Account (SMA) and is chaired by an 

individual with niche expertise and a proven track record for managing portfolios within that asset class. 

With a research process that is both rigorous and thorough we have been able to deliver strong historical 

returns across our full suite of SMA’s. 

An investment in a Watershed SMA provides professional and active investment management with full 

transparency of holdings, transactions and structure. Watershed seeks to form a collaborative 

relationship with advisers, actively communicating portfolio strategy in the current market environment 

so that advisers are better equipped to communicate with their clients. 

 

 

 



Disclaimer 

The rating contained in this document is issued by SQM Research Pty Ltd ABN 93 122 592 036 AFSL 

421913. SQM Research is an investment research firm that undertakes research on investment products 

exclusively for its wholesale clients, utilising a proprietary review and star rating system. The SQM 

Research star rating system is of a general nature and does not take into account the particular 

circumstances or needs of any specific person. The rating may be subject to change at any time. Only 

licensed financial advisers may use the SQM Research star rating system in determining whether an 

investment is appropriate to a person’s particular circumstances or needs. You should read the product 

disclosure statement and consult a licensed financial adviser before making an investment decision in 

relation to this investment product. SQM Research receives a fee from the Fund Manager for the research 

and rating of the managed investment scheme. 

 


